
Mrs Hanbidge’s Home Learning - Literacy Comprehension.


Hi Everyone.

Remember before school closed we would sit together for 20 
minutes once a week and read a story together then answer 
questions about what you had just read. Well! I thought it 
would be good to keep this going so you don’t lose all your 
fabulous working memory.


Here goes!

Step 1   ..... Read the story carefully and slowly.

Step 2 ........ Answer the questions writing them down in full sentences.

( Do you remember that was the tricky part. Don’t just put the answer in. 

Step 3.... Remember to skim and scan the paragraphs ( look through the story for 
answers. Don’t give up all the answers are there.)


                                My House

My name is Erin. I live at 42 Grandeur Terrace in the Isle of Man

My house is where I and my family lives. It is painted blue.

There are four bedrooms, one sitting room, one large L shaped kitchen, two bathrooms, 
one with a bath, the other with a power shower and my favourite room the bright and 
sunny conservatory its like a furnace, its very hot in the summer.

When friends or family come over we all eat in the kitchen because there is a massive, 
oak dining table with eight chairs in there so we can all be sit together and chat 
whilst we eat.

Downstairs in my house there is a large basement. At the moment its dark and scary 
and I don’t like going down there much but dad has said he would paint it in bright 
colours and turn it into a play den for me.  I am going to have so many adventures in 
my new den. I will ask my friends Jack, Henry, Billy and Claire and her little sister 
Janet to come over to play. I CAN’T WAIT!


1. What room in the house is Erin’s favourite?

2. Who is Janet?

3. What shape is the kitchen?

4. Where do family and friends eat when they come over to my house?

5. One of the bathrooms has a bath, what is special about the other?

6. Why doesn’t Erin like going down into the basement?

7. Why is Erin so excited and can’t wait to see her friends?

8.  How many adjectives are in this story? ( describing words)

9.  What is the simile in the story? ( like a)

10. What is the title of the story?


REMEMBER TO ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS IN FULL SENTENCES

NOT JUST THE ANSWER





